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Superfire HL75-S Headlamp, 350lm, USB
The Superfire HL75-S Headlamp, 350lm, USB, is an excellent tool for anyone who needs a reliable source of light in any situation. This
compact and versatile Superfire headlamp not only provides excellent illumination but also exceptional convenience.
 
Powerful 350lm Brightness
The Superfire HL75-S flashlight offers exceptionally bright light with 350 lumens, which will perfectly illuminate even the darkest corners.
Whether you're under a tent,  in rugged terrain,  or in need of  emergency lighting,  this flashlight will  meet the requirements in various
situations.
 
Long 7-Hour Runtime
The Superfire HL75-S flashlight is not only practical but also efficient. With an impressive 7-hour runtime on a single charge, you can be
sure you won't be left in the dark at crucial moments. It's the perfect solution for night hikers and long expeditions.
 
Fast USB Type-C Charging 3.5h
With the USB Type-C charging port, you can charge the HL75-S flashlight in 3.5 hours. That means you can get back to action faster than
ever, without having to wait for lengthy charging processes.
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IP44 Waterproof
This flashlight is ready for any weather. With splash and moisture resistance at IP44 level, you can confidently use it even on rainy days
without worrying about its functionality.
 
Multiple Operating Modes
The Superfire HL75-S flashlight features seven different operating modes, including strong light, moderate light, weak light, strobe light,
SOS light, red light, and red strobe light. This means you can adjust the lighting to your needs and situation, making it an ideal tool for
both everyday use and extreme conditions.
 
Package Contents:
  Headlamp x 1
  USB-C Cable x 1
  User Manual x 1
  
    
      BrandSuperfire
      ModelHL75-S
      Brightness350lm
      MaterialABS
      Dimensions62 x 38 x 36mm
      Weight70g
      Runtime7h
      Charging Time3.5h
      Distance120m
      WaterproofIP44
      Charging PortUSB Type-C
      Operating ModesStrong light, moderate light, weak light, strobe light, SOS light, red light, red strobe light.
    
  

Preço:

€ 13.00

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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